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How to Easily Grow Your Business 
With These Little-Known  

Client Attraction Formulas  
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Hi, I’m Allie.
I’m a strategist & business mentor for life-
changing, success-driven entrepreneurs.

After five years spent growing my digital marketing agency, 
I’ve learned exactly how frustrating it can be to function as a 
solopreneur, working day and night to keep up. 

Over time, I’ve learned how to manage a growing business, 
raise my three spirited kiddos (ages 6 and under!), while 
scrapping the “business as usual” trade of hours for dollars 
– I’ve mastered how to make more money, while working 
less.

It’s time for you to decide what you really want from your 
life and your business.

Perhaps you want your bank account to have more money 
than you can spend so you never have to dread your credit 
card’s statement balance emails.

Or spend more time doing what it is you really love, whether 
that’s time with your family, vacationing around the globe 
and/or never missing your favorite barre class - you decide.

Just know that whatever you want is already within your reach right now…
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Achieving predictable, consistent income months in your business can feel like a bit of an art form. 
 
That’s why creating a value ladder and implementing sales funnels have been SO important and in 
fact, the leading factor for success in my own business.

WHAT IS A VALUE LADDER?
It is a way to appear to potential clients at different stages of their growth. A value ladder allows you to 
move beyond the one size fits all approach, and give clients an option that fits their needs, no matter 
where they’re at in their own journey.

WHAT IS A SALES FUNNEL? 
A system designed to accompany the decision-making 
process that people go through when purchasing. A sales funnel allows you to offer value and nurture 
clients through each step of the value ladder, turning more leads into paying customers.
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FREE OR ENTRY-
LEVEL OFFER

TRIPWIRE OFFER 
OR UPSELL OFFER

CORE OFFER

PREMIUM CORE 
OFFER

ONGOING SERVICES - 
RETAINER,  
SUBSCRIPTION,  
MONTHLY 
PACKAGES 

If your business only has ONE free, tripwire, core, and 
premium core, you will only need ONE value ladder. 

If you have multiple services or offers, you will need 
a unique value ladder for each service to keep your 

funnels and offers congruent and consistent.

DESIGNING YOUR VALUE LADDER

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
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HIGH TICKET FUNNEL FOR 1:1 SERVICES

Traffic Generation 
(Paid or Free Traffic?) Webinar Topic Ideas Replay Room Application Form Book Call Page

Sales Call

Use the blue spaces to map out content ideas, notes, or 
comments about each section.

EMAILS
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LEAD GENERATION FUNNEL  
(SELF-LIQUIDATING OFFER FUNNEL)

TRAFFIC 
GENERATION

FREE or  
LOW-COST OFFER

TRIPWIRE ORDER FORM ONE TIME UPSELL 

THANK YOU 

Use the blue spaces to map out content ideas, notes, or 
comments about each section.

MEMBERS AREA ACCESS TO 
PURCHASED  CONTENT

EMAILS
TRIPWIRE OFFER AT 
INCREASED PRICE
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LOCAL SERVICE PROVIDER FUNNEL 

TRAFFIC 
GENERATION

OFFER FOR DISCOUNT 
IN EXCHANGE FOR 
EMAIL

ADD-ON TO ORDER 
OFFER 

PAYMENT 
OR BOOKING 
CALENDAR PAGE

THANK YOU PAGE

Use the blue spaces to map out content ideas, notes, or 
comments about each section.

DELIVER CONFIRMATION + 
REFFERAL INCENTIVE 

EMAILS
REMINDER OF 
OFFER

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
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TANGIBLE GOODS DELIVERY FUNNEL

TRAFFIC 
GENERATION

LANDING PAGE WITH 
SIGNUP FOR COUPON 
CODE OR FREE PLUS 
SHIPPING OFFER

ADD-ON TO ORDER 
OFFER 

ORDER FORM/
PRODUCT PAGE THANK YOU PAGE

Use the blue spaces to map out content ideas, notes, or 
comments about each section.

DELIVER CONFIRMATION + REFFERAL 
INCENTIVE + COUPN FOR NEXT ORDER

EMAILS
REMINDER OF 
OFFER
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TANGIBLE GOODS DELIVERY FUNNEL

Yikes... ever feel like everyone else is IN on the industry jargon and now here I am speaking Greek?  

Here’s a glossary of terms to help you sort it out. 

PAID ADVERTISING DEFINITIONS:

CPC: Pay-per-click (PPC), also known as cost per click (CPC), is an internet advertising model used 
to direct traffic to websites, in which an advertiser pays a publisher (typically a website owner or a 
network of websites) when the ad is clicked.

CTR: The percentage of people visiting a web page who access a hypertext link to a particular 
advertisement.

CPA (Cost Per Acquisition): Cost per acquisition (CPA), also known as “Cost per action” or pay per 
acquisition (PPA) and cost per conversion, is an online advertising pricing model where the advertiser 
pays for a specified acquisition - for example a sale, click, or form submit (e.g., contact request, 
newsletter sign up, registration etc.)

CPL (Cost Per Lead): Cost per lead, often abbreviated as CPL, is an online advertising pricing model, 
where the advertiser pays for an explicit sign-up from a consumer interested in the advertiser’s offer. It 
is also commonly called online lead generation.

CPM (Cost Per 1000 Impressions): Cost per thousand (CPM) is a marketing term used to denote 
the price of 1,000 advertisement impressions on one webpage. If a website publisher charges $2.00 
CPM, that means an advertiser must pay $2.00 for every 1,000 impressions of its ad. The “M” in CPM 
represents the Roman numeral for 1,000.
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Conversion Rate: The conversion rate is the percentage of users who take a desired action. The 
archetypical example of conversion rate is the percentage of website visitors who buy something on the 
site.
 
Facebook Pixel: A tiny, invisible-to-the eye, pixel-sized image that allows for companies to track website 
visits, advertising impressions, email tracking, sales conversions and other types of activity on the web.

Landing Page: The section of a website accessed by clicking a hyperlink on another web page, typically 
the website’s home page.

Thank You Page: A “thank you” page is a web page where subscribers are redirected immediately after 
they submit their information in your opt-in form. While creating your form, you can specify a web page 
on your site to use as your form’s thank you page.

Geofencing: The use of GPS or RFID technology to create a virtual geographic boundary, enabling 
software to trigger a response when a mobile device enters or leaves a particular area.

Retargeting: Retargeting, also known as remarketing, is a form of online advertising that can help you 
keep your brand in front of bounced traffic after they leave your website. For most websites, only 2% of 
web traffic converts on the first visit.

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
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GENERAL ONLINE BUSINESS DEFINITIONS:

Affiliates: A marketing arrangement by which an online business owner pays a commission to an 
external promoter for traffic or sales generated from his/her referrals.

Brand Identity: A company’s brand identity is how that business wants to be perceived by consumers. 
The components of the brand (name, logo, tone, tagline, typeface) are created by the business to reflect 
the value the company is trying to bring to the market and to appeal to its customers.

Hashtag: A word or phrase preceded by a hash or pound sign (#) and used to identify messages on a 
specific topic.

Personal Brand: Personal branding is the practice of people marketing themselves and their careers 
as brands. Personal branding is essentially the ongoing process of establishing a prescribed image or 
impression in the mind of others about an individual, group, or organization.

Signature Program: A signature program is like a step-by-step protocol or a system that you use with 
your clients, versus individually created protocols. A signature system offers a specific transformation.

Target Market: A particular group of consumers at which a product or service is aimed.

Marketing Sequence: A process of distributing digital content in a scalable manner, which leads a 
consumer through a highly engaged experience with progressively branded messaging.

Membership Site: A membership site is a gated part of your online business where only members who 
subscribe can access the content you’ve placed behind the gates. A “gate” is simply a barrier you build 
into your website.

Niche: The market niche defines as the product features aimed at satisfying specific market needs, as 
well as the price range, production quality and the demographics that is intended to impact. It is also a 
small market segment.
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ONLINE SELLING DEFINITIONS:

Sales Funnel: In a nutshell, a sales funnel is a marketing system that leads someone through a systematic 
process with the goal of purchasing your product or service. The idea behind it is to turn a lead into a 
prospect, then a prospect into a customer, who finally becomes a repeat customer buying over and over 
again.

Optin: The act of giving permission to receive email from a business owner. 

Lead Magnet: An irresistible bribe offering a specific chunk of value to a prospect in exchange for their 
contact information. The goal of the Lead Magnet is to maximize the number of targeted leads you are 
getting for an offer. It’s often the first step in a sales funnel.

Trip Wire: Turning a lead into a customer by making them a low-cost, relatively painless offer, then having 
the opportunity to upsell them once they are in your sales funnel.

Squeeze Page: A squeeze page is a landing page designed to capture opt-in email addresses from 
potential subscribers. The goal of a squeeze page is to convince, cajole, or otherwise ”squeeze” a visitor 
into providing one of their most sought-after and coveted pieces of personal data: the email address.

OTO (One Time Offer): A marketing strategy to increase product sales by putting a considerable stress 
on the potential buyer to buy now. Essential part of an One Time Offer is that it is made very clear to the 
visitor that he has only one chance to purchase the product and this is now and if he couldn’t decide 
right now he wouldn’t get another chance.

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
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Upsell: Upsell is when you sell another, higher-priced product/service to a client who has already bought 
from you. The idea behind it is that you don’t recommend an Upsell to a new customer. You recommend 
an upsell to your already existing customers – someone who has demonstrated that he has trust in you. 
Research shows that upselling accounts for increased revenue of an average of 45%. Most successful 
Internet marketers confirm that 80% of their income comes from 20% of their customers.

Downsell: The downsell as used by internet marketers is where someone has declined your product or 
service offer (sometimes by simply clicking the close button on the web page) and you offer them an 
alternative product at a lower price.

Cross-sell: Cross-selling is the action or practice of selling an additional product or service to an existing 
customer. In practice, businesses define cross-selling in many different ways.

One Click Upsell: Giving your potential customer the ability to buy your upsell or one time offer with a 
single click.

SLO (Self Liquidating Offer): Using a tripwire in your sales funnel in order to pay for your Facebook 
advertising,

GENERAL ONLINE MARKETING DEFINITIONS:

SEO (Search Engine Optimization): SEO stands for “search engine optimization.” It is the process of 
getting traffic from the “free,” “organic,” “editorial” or “natural” search results on search engines.

SEM (Search Engine Marketing): Search engine marketing (SEM) is a form of Internet marketing that 
involves the promotion of websites by increasing their visibility in search engine results pages (SERPs) 
primarily through paid advertising.

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab


Qualified Leads: In selling, process of determining if a certain lead (potential customer) has certain 
characteristics (such as ability, authority, and inclination to purchase, and economic size of the expected 
order) that qualify him or her as a prospect.

Content Marketing: A type of marketing that involves the creation and sharing of online material (such 
as videos, blogs, and social media posts) that does not explicitly promote a brand but is intended to 
stimulate interest in its products or services.

Google Analytics: Google Analytics is a freemium web analytics service offered by Google that tracks and 
reports website traffic. Google launched the service in November 2005 after acquiring Urchin. Google 
Analytics is now the most widely used web analytics service on the Internet.

Ebook: A type of offer, optin or lead magnet, typically sent out as a downloadable PDF.

Webinar: A seminar, masterclass or presentation regarding a specific opiv, generally offered live or 
recorded.

Podcast: A digital audio file made available on the Internet for downloading to a computer or mobile 
device, typically available as a series, new installments of which can be received by subscribers 
automatically.

Facebook Live: Live videos from your friends and public figures you follow appear in your News Feed. You 
can also find live videos on the Facebook Live Map.

CTA (Call to Action): In marketing, a call to action (CTA) is an instruction to the audience designed to 
provoke an immediate response, usually using an imperative verb such as “call now”, “find out more” or 
“visit a store today”.

ROI (Return on Investment): Return on marketing investment (ROMI) is the contribution to profit 
attributable to marketing (net of marketing spending), divided by the marketing ‘invested’ or risked. 
ROMI is not like the other ‘return-on-investment’ (ROI) metrics because marketing is not the same kind of 
investment.
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Let me walk you through the tools that help you bring this to life. 

ClickFunnels 
Funnels are absolutely crucial to everything I do. They are the entry point for my own client 
experience journeys, as well as those that I create for my clients. ClickFunnels makes it 
possible to design gorgeous landing pages, one click upsells, special offers, build a shopping 
cart, create order forms and more, without knowing anything about code OR web design.

Activecampaign.com
You’ll learn to love email marketing as you grow your online marketing automation and 
sales funnels. Email marketing allows me to develop valuable relationships with potential 
customers and to nurture these customers from initial interest all the way to sale. Using 
Active Campaign, I can segment my email lists based on where they are in the buying cycle, 
and automatically send different emails to each type of lead. 
 
Dubsado 
Dubsado is THE best customer relationship manager for online business owners, hands 
down. It’s helped me streamline my value ladders, easily create packages, and systemize just 
about everything, after years of struggling.

(You can safely assume that I make a small commision through any link you click, but I only recommend tools I know and love.)

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
https://clickfunnels.com/?cf_affiliate_id=176421&affiliate_id=176421
https://www.activecampaign.com/?_r=Q6CR8C6A
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
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Other tools that help my business live online: 
 
Acuity Scheduling
Never let another client fall through the cracks, miss a beat, or lose a booking. Get 
notified anytime a new appointment is booked, check your schedule right from your 
phone, and even tell Acuity to automatically update the calendars you already use, like 
Google, Outlook, iCloud or Office 365. 

Zapier.com
Having all the right tools is great, but it can be really cumbersome to get them all 
communicating and working as a team. Zapier has pre-programmed connections 
that allow you to create a seamless integration between all of your tools. I couldn’t live 
without it.

Zoom 
Webinars and Face to Face calls are one of the primary ways I interact with potential 
customers, and Zoom is the tool I use to do it. With easy to use screen shares, recording, 
and cloud storage, Zoom is my tool of choice for all things webiner and client-call 
related. I’m also highly tech-malfunction-phobic, so it’s a relief for me to have a 
platform that I can trust.

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://www.dubsado.com?c=alliebjerk
https://acuityscheduling.com/?kw=YToxMjk2NDAzMg%3D%3D
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I know you’re busy and so, SO ready 
to start implementing this right away, 

so I’ll make this quick.

In working with me, you’ll have your 
value ladder and sales funnel up and running quickly, 

without second guessing yourself or gaining a tech migraine...

You know, you have a lot to look forward to, 
like seeing your marketing efforts and dollars spent advertising 

seriously paying off and finally seeing that consistent growth  
you knew was possible for your business. 

And those huge deposits in your bank account? 
Well, that’s also worth getting excited about.

Ready to learn more?
Click Here to Schedule a VIP Marketing Momentum Call

http://facebook.com/groups/prosperitylab
http://offers.alliebjerk.com/scheduling-form-call-bookingX2ThZUCk	

